WORLD ECONOMY IN THE NEXT 100 YEARS
(Cross display)
Reading indication: follow cards’ numbering in progressive order.

6) The Moon

3) The Devil

a. hospitality, generosity

a. Authority

b. Cupidity, rapacity

The main consequence of the homo-centrist conception is the restauration of
hospitality’s traditional moral value
(preserved since antiquity in the Balkan
space, naturally manifesting within a
populace living in hostile environments –
desert or glaciers, for instance)
Among its ethical influence it assembles
an axiological system named humanism.

The mathematic models predicting the
present crisis are available for over
two decades and the IMF experts have
informed the leadership on a disaster
imminence if the world financial system
were to function on without a paradigm
modification.
But IMF hasn’t informed the business
world community or the Fund’s shareholders governments (for which IMF
apologized later on).
The American Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) has tolerated the
super-sophistication of the derivatives
market (even though the market principles forbid it) and the world financial
market was infected by a virus, its own
leader – New York.

The concentration hit the 10% margin
of the world population, owning 90% of
the global wealth.

*Other words for Moon: adaptation
power; relationship sense; security;
protective environment; favorable
public acceptance

THE WHEEL OF FORTUNE

1) WHEEL OF
FORTUNE
(upside down)

The DEVIL

THE DEATH

The Moon

b. The Descendent
Phase of A Cycle
Nikolai Kondratiev’s cycle theory, 1925,
induces the confusion we could be in the
descending phase, a temporary recession,
implying there’s a minimum followed by
the ascension resumption, relaunching.
Actually we are at the beginning of our
way of life’s bankruptcy – that of groundless values (the inconsistency regime,
originating in 1980’s when Reagan Administration’s Reagonomics set the trend
for a relaxed legislation and business
supervision, especially the speculative
ones encouraged by government agencies
approved by Congress, triggering the
subprime crisis, 2006 – 20070).
What is going to follow won’t look like
the system we have lived in because
there aren’t any more resources for it
(the virtual money speculatively created
have evaporated for they hadn’t existed).
The present crisis consists of the juridical rights and liabilities still valid as
social-economic rapports that cannot be
practiced after the virtual money disappearance.

Exhausted by the arm race competition
and terrorism financing, both systems –
communist and capitalist – are at the end
of their resources by early eighties, the
Occident prolonging its economic agony
speculatively (Reaganomics), an impossible systemic and ideological palliative in
the East.
Rather the communism collapse at the
end of that decade offered the Occident
oxygen for twenty years longer.
Under the pretext ‘democracy export’ and
‘transition support to market economy’ the
Occident has robbed the East-European
countries (through privatization, choosing
to assume the valid Eastern enterprises or
forcing the shutdown of the competitive
ones, and by reversing the trade balance in
several areas – especially the agro-alimentary one by strategic, financial-banking
maneuvers, and politically too, by the
conditions imposed for EU integration
and NATO admittance).
It is what we call reparations, after defeating the communism.

THE WORLD

5) The World
a. It’s good to be placed in the
middle of things
This would be the third official chance
for the world to reach the common sense
wisdom, that for Man is good ‘the hub of
the universe’ to be the man himself (first
time 2500 years ago thanks to Protagoras’
famous thesis ‘Man is the measure of all
things, second time during Renaissance;
actually, the conception depends on the
traditional mentality, springing from a
light much farther than the known history,
without getting darkened, only narrowing
during hostile conjunctures).

b. Contempt, unscrupulousness
The robbery has created collaborators in
all the East-European governments, and
realizing they couldn’t stop the occidental
vacuuming have participated for their
own enrichment, in some cases willing to
destroy for good up to 99% of an asset if
they could keep 1% for themselves. And
this is worsening the present crisis, EU
links becoming more vulnerable within the
chain of integrated ex-communists states.

*Other names for the World:
big goals; special chances; fulfilled
wishes; plenitude; self-control;
openness; competence; availability;
things well done.

*Other names for Death:
abandonment; ugliness; helplessness.

4) The Judgement

c. Routine
The belief that is a fleeting crisis leads
to the economic activity’s rationalization
in the hope that this way the businesses
will survive long enough to be able to
relaunch the system despite the fact that
from the crisis onset have already passed
three years and its amplitude grows
unchecked.
The overview is darkened by the too
intense activity, just as the stokers are
drowning heroically in the sinking ship’s
engine room instead of climbing up on
deck.
*Other names of Wheel of Fortune:
jam; expectation; obstacle; trials.

2) The Death
(upside down)
a. Losses, slow and agonizing
transition periods

a. Deadlock
Liquidities injections solution by strong
states doesn’t seem to balance the world
economy, not even US or EU’s because
the subvention needs for the system’s
survival exceed thousand times all world
budgets’ added reserves.
Europe is facing the onset of an economic
quake heralded by Greece’s breakdown,
the danger of Spain following up, and the
rest of the lot.
This will trigger the EU dismantling
under French, German and English governments’ pressure, well aware of their
insufficient resources, aware they can’t
support the entire continent, and couldn’t
oppose nationalistic movements gradually
opening the floodgates to xenophobia,
chauvinism and extremism.

*Other words for Devil: enriching
by dirty means and at any cost;
Machiavellian manipulation; guile;
aggression; frustration; hard material
life; enslavement.

a. Improvement, progress,
modernity, openness

b. Balance, spiritual illumination,
communication meaning

The depletion of budget subsidies for
the artificial maintenance of a dysfunctional system will impose a global
imagination effort in the economic
realm generating not only social and
political consequences but also ethical
and cultural ones.

The financial markets’ transnational
aggressiveness will be tempered by regulations limiting speculation to optimal
proportions, diminishing the flattening
pressure of cultural diversity.

Eventually the world’s majority mentality will change so radically it won’t
tolerate the waste of resources and
planet alteration for the same reasons
today is wasting and altering.

THE JUDGEMENT

Technique’s solutions of alternative
energies will assert themselves,
ecological inventiveness will amplify
and the managerialism will generate
the financial cycles’ superposition,
grafting derivate businesses from the
main technologic flux irrespective if
the resulted products will be meant for
completely different markets than that
of the main product.

The nations will regain their identities
restoring their specific traditions and
values – an environment auspicious to
creation and individual spiritual upsurge,
but for the collective one as well, through
the perfecting communication systems.
*Other names for the Judgement:
liberation; prevail; law contacts

